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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

On the surface, the Online Safety Bill, being pushed by the U.K. government, appears to protect

children and adults from online messaging, content and websites through regulations and removal

of those deemed to be “harmful.”  After the draft of the bill was published in May 2021, it became

apparent that it is another iteration of the controversial 2019 “Online Harms White Paper.”

The White Paper,  which proposed legislative and nonlegislative strategies to purportedly protect

you from online content that might harm you, was quickly criticized. Aside from the fact that

unnamed entities would determine what kind of content, platforms and websites are harmful or

inappropriate, serious concerns were raised that, if implemented, the paper’s dogma essentially

was a model for stiUing freedom of speech.

Britain’s Online Safety Bill evolved from that paper, but it, too is under scrutiny as critics say it not

only is too “vague in its wording,” but “poses a threat to freedom of expression and places too much

power in the hands of social networks.”

In fact, it is poised to be yet another government-imposed step to limit personal freedoms and

individual rights under the guise of transforming the world into a single body run by elites who

believe they can make the world and your life better by limiting what you do, where you go and even

what you own — if you own anything at all.

It is a world vision with global implications that, if implemented, would even control how you think.

The foundation for these changes began long before the 2020 pandemic. The World Economic

Forum and the United Nations have been working together to push the related WEF 2030Vision  and

the UN Agenda for Sustainable Development — an action plan that they say is for the people, the

planet and prosperity. According to the United Nations this will involve:

“All countries and all stakeholders, acting in collaborative partnership … to free the human

race from the tyranny of poverty and want and to heal and secure our planet.”

Again, on the surface, it appears that Big Brother is looking out for all the little people. But in

essence, to achieve the goals set out by the WEF and the UN they must have ultimate control over

your ability to make individual decisions for your life. Otherwise, in their estimation, America and

every other free nation in this world will continue living in the same “chaos” that they have been in

for as long as they have been free.

To achieve these goals, it is necessary that you purchase and eat only the types of food they deem

sustainable. You may only work and get paid if you choose the right health plan, make the right

medical decisions and use the correct currency.

In fact, the WEF said it best in their strangely ominous dictum that you will “own nothing and be

happy.” While inexplicable in 2016 when it was _rst published in Forbes Magazine,  the unstated

implication that the world's resources will be owned and controlled by the technocratic elite is

coming closer and closer to reality.

It’s coming so close, in fact, that fact checkers at Reuters rushed to publish a rebuttal in February

2021 after a three-minute video clip with a mere 862 likes and 1,100 shares made the rounds on

Facebook.  With these small numbers, that video could hardly have been called viral. Yet, Reuters

raced in to argue that the WEF has no stated goal that people will own nothing by 2030, despite

Forbes’ 2016 prediction.

Should the Online Safety Bill in the U.K. pass with all its possible regulations and repercussions,

this is exactly the type of video that, had it been a law in 2021, could have landed the video’s creator

in jail for two years. This, despite the fact that the WEF published a video on Facebook two days

after the Forbes article in which they said, “You'll own nothing, and you'll be happy. This is how our

world could change by 2030.”

Trolling May Get You Two Years in Prison

The media appear to come down on both sides of the fence as they report what's happening with

the Online Safety Bill. Rather unsurprisingly, the mainstream media, such as The Times,  report the

proposed law favorably while headlines from independent media read:

British Government May Jail Those Accused of Causing 'Online Psychological Harm'

Brits Who Post “False Information” About Vaccines Could Be Jailed For Two Years

Before the internet, a troll was a dwarf or giant in Scandinavian folklore who inhabited the caves or

hills.  Today, it is slang for a person or actions that intentionally try “to instigate conUict, hostility,

or arguments in an online social community.”

The bill’s critics are focusing on a part of the bill that calls for a jail sentence of two years for

anyone who causes psychological harm as a result of online trolling. But proponents of the bill

stress how threats of punishment for trolling will stop these harms. In its support of this idea, The

Times explains that the bill is:

“… the >agship legislation to combat abuse and hatred on the internet. The proposed law

change will shift the focus on to the “harmful effect” of a message rather than if it contains

“indecent” or “grossly offensive” content, which is the present basis for assessing its

criminality.”

In other words, the bill will change communication laws in the U.K. and create new offenses under

which people can be jailed. The messages targeted will contain “threats of serious harm.” You

might imagine those threats would be of abuse or death, but The Times reported that government

sources used “the example of antivaxxers spreading false information that they know to be

untrue.”

The government spokesperson justi_ed the bill as a good thing to do, even though former cabinet

minister David Davis urged them to rethink the proposal and Jim Killock, executive director of the

Open Rights Group, called it “too broad.” The spokesperson said:

“We are making our laws At for the digital age. Our comprehensive Online Safety Bill will

make tech companies responsible for people’s safety and we are carefully considering the

Law Commission’s recommendations on strengthening criminal offences.”

But, as Principia Scienti_c International  points out, since the beginning of the pandemic,

authorities have called multiple pieces of information posted on social media “false” that later

turned out to be true. Even Dr. Anthony Fauci’s ongoing changes to his de_nition of herd immunity

could fall under knowingly spreading false communication. But would it?

The most obvious example is when the vaccine was _rst released, and claims were made that it

was not fully effective at stopping the spread of the disease. That would have fallen under the bill’s

de_nition of disinformation. Yet, months later this was proven to be fact. So, if the bill passes in the

U.K., what happens to someone who is in jail for making a “false” statement, which months later

turns out to be true? Will they get an early release or recompense for false imprisonment?

New Law Sets Stage for Greater Public Control

On the surface it looks like the law is meant to protect people against threats of death or physical

violence. But, in fact, this is a law that protects governmental agencies from outspoken citizens

who would like to retain their right to free speech that is enjoyed by those who do not live under

communist rule.

Should the law pass, what would stop the government from extending the de_nition of “false”

statements? This could now cover any statement governmental agencies _nd “offensive” or that

creates a “threat of serious harm.” For example, if you make statements against the high price of

gasoline, food or heating oil, the government could say you are inciting anger.

The new law will also include something called “pile-ons.” This is a situation in which several

individuals will join in sending harassing messages. However, which messages are de_ned as pile-

ons or harassment will be determined by those in power, who are yet to be named. Therefore, as the

reporter from Principia Scienti_c International wrote:

“And if you think that will stop those of a certain political leaning who routinely form “pile-

ons” against conservatives for expressing dissenting opinions, think again.”

According to Principia Scienti_c International,  the bill is being promoted with “relentless

propaganda.” Despite online abuse toward Black football players in the U.K. originating from Middle

Eastern countries, the media is using the situation to justify the bill.

According to an analysis  by Chris Pikes, CEO and co-founder of Image Analyzer, the bill will also

pertain to any website where other people can upload content, videos or comment on each other's

posts. Image Analyzer  is a software program designed to analyze visual threats using arti_cial

intelligence.

If the bill passes, every digital platform operator will be responsible for removing illegal content.

But since there is no clear de_nition of “harm” in the bill, how enforcement of the bill is determined

and what content it will affect may be based on decisions made well after the bill has been

approved.

The vague language threatens freedom of speech and the mandate to remove content may require

companies to prescreen anything posted. Taking this a step further, all website companies would

be responsible for removing content posted by U.K. citizens that may be covered by the Online

Safety Bill. This means website owners in the U.S., France, Sweden and any other country would

also have to comply with the British law.

This could create a system where journalists enjoy the freedom to report information and speak on

social media, while citizens face censorship. The vague language in the bill also opens questions of

advertising content. In this draft of the Online Safety Bill, there is the power to levy _nes of up to

£18 million  (approximate $24.17 million in the exchange rate November 2021) or 10% of the

company's global pro_ts, whichever is higher.

Tyrannical Regulations JustiAed by Ongoing ‘Emergency’

Using this de_nition of social media — anywhere that content can be posted by readers — it

includes blog owners, family websites and author blogs where individuals have always enjoyed the

freedom of sharing their opinions that were not indecent or grossly offensive. This is freedom of

speech — except in socialist or communist regimes where the state dictates what you think, feel

and how you act.

If the U.K passes this bill that may affect every website where comments are allowed, how many

months could it be before a similar legislative action is drafted in other currently free countries,

including the U.S.?

When you step back from what's been happening over the past 18 months to two years, you have to

ask the question of what is driving these legislative actions and political inaction to protect

citizens. The process began under the guise of a medical emergency in which it was predicted that

people would be dropping dead in the street.

But people have not been dropping dead in the streets. And, while the infection is a very real

infection, it currently does not meet the threshold of “emergency.”

Successful treatment protocols have been developed  but are not used or promoted as

government agencies are pushing for as many people as possible to accept the genetic therapy

shot being called a vaccine.  Just a reminder: For the shot to meet the de_nition of a vaccine, the

CDC had to change the de_nition of it.

When it comes to death counts, according to data from the CDC,  COVID-19 deaths accounted for

11.3% of all deaths in 2020 and 13.5% of all deaths in 2021. According to recounts and analysis of

data in Alameda and Santa Clara counties in California, these numbers may be 20% to 25% too

high.

If the number of deaths were conservatively reduced by 15%, then the deaths from COVID-19 would

drop to 9.6% in 2020 and 11.4% in 2021. This is far lower than the 19.4% of all deaths from heart

disease in 2020.

Your Personal Liberty Is Worth Fighting For

You might fortunately be in a position where life as you know it has not changed drastically.

However, it's important to recognize what personal freedoms we lose will be exponentially harder to

get back. You only have to look at the history of other socialist and communist countries or hear

the stories of people's oppression to understand the direction that society is taking.

Our personal freedom is critically important and may be most important for our mental and

physical health. The freedom to interact with other human beings is crucial. We may tolerate a lack

of interaction for a short period of time, but as that time grows it takes a toll on health, emotional

stability and longevity.

In mid-2020, the CDC  wrote that adults were reporting considerably elevated mental health

conditions, elevated suicide ideation and increased substance use — all because of lockdowns, job

losses and the subsequent trauma that the pandemic fear campaign put on our lives. In 2021, news

sources reported that the CDC estimated there were more than 93,000 drug overdose deaths in

2020.  This was a 30% rise over 2019 and was an all-time high for the U.S.

This is not something we should be prolonging by instituting new restrictions on our freedoms of

expression, speech and thought. It is vital to stand your ground and _ght peacefully for freedom

now, before it’s too late. There are people who know what it’s like to lose their freedoms and be

incarcerated systems that appear to purposefully forget them,  and others who are held in jails

without convictions or sentencing.

And if you think such things can’t happen to you, think again. With every new piece of legislation

that rips away at your personal freedom, we are one step closer to the “state” controlling what we

think, eat, say and feel. By 2030, we could “own nothing and [NOT] be happy.”

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,176 ratings

ORDER NOW
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The law is often "manufactured" by the interests of globalist elites and therefore lacks ethical principles and values. All the framework

that was cooked in the 201 event and the Davos meetings, have a development of loss of freedoms and dominance of the economy by

the globalist elite. It is the powerful _nanciers and billionaires who are behind all the projects that have contributed to the global

destabilization of the real economy and free thought. The loss of freedom due to the con_nement, due to the statements that are

manifested against the tyranny of false information, entails a logical consequence of the loss of jobs, poverty and unemployment and

inevitably has an impact on the patterns of morbidity and mortality.

The Australian federal government also passed a controversial new law that gives the country's law enforcement agencies more online

surveillance powers. Known as the 2020 Surveillance (Identify and Disrupt) Law Amendment Bill, the bill was approved by both the

federal House of Representatives and the Senate. The new legislation expands the power of law enforcement agencies, notably the

Australian Federal Police (AFP) and the Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission (ACIC).

The passage of the bill has come under scrutiny, and some human rights activists say it is a "draconian" and "extreme" violation of an

individual's right to privacy. The Australian Information Commissioner's Orce (OAIC) has separately raised concerns that these

powers may adversely affect the privacy of large numbers of individuals, including individuals who are not suspected of being involved

in criminal activity. www.theepochtimes.com/australia-passes-sweeping-online-surveillance-bi..
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Gui- I'm wondering if the US already has surveillance going on (Snowden) to the degree Australia has.
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Tracy, there appears to be an online safety bill that harms free speech and the hands that control the internet in Silicon Valley, a

new campaign claims.The "Legal to Say. Legal to Type" campaign says that if passed into law, US tech _rms would gain too

much power. The bill imposes new duties on social media companies to remove harmful or illegal content The new campaign

includes Ruth Smeeth of Index on Censorship, Jim Killock of the Open Rights Group, Gavin Millar QC and Rep. David Davis
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Will You Be Jailed for Protesting Vaccine Mandates?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

The Online Safety Bill, currently under consideration in the U.K., would stiUe freedom of

speech about any topic deemed "harmful." The Times reported government sources used the

example of "antivaxxers," or those opposed to the new genetic therapy injection

'

The new law sets the stage for greater public control in the future. Currently the government

doesn't want you to express your opinion about the shot, but that could soon extend to

skyrocketing food, oil and gasoline prices

'

These tyrannical regulations have been justi_ed by what the government has called an

ongoing emergency, which is not supported by the data released by another government agency, the CDC

'

Your personal liberty is worth _ghting for because once it is gone it will be exponentially more dircult to get back. It is vital to stand your ground and

_ght peacefully for freedom

'
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It is a terrible thing when a parent has to look into the face of their child and make a decision that will allow them to continue

employment and put food on the table--at least in the short term, if not the longer term.  People are depressed because they

understand they have sold out.  A friend tells me he would have lost his job, his pension and the roof over his head if he had refused

the jab--he says he simply could not afford it.  I wonder whether this was worth risking his life and his self-respect as he now carries a

burden of shame and worries constantly about his health.  

Much of this is due to lack of foresight and preparation.  I glance over the prepper websites and many think having 2 weeks or a

month's worth of food on hand is being well-prepared.  People should not spend on items that are not necessities until they have

something set aside for a rainy day.  I can excuse the young, but not the elderly who have had many years to plan.  Many of the young

have not had the advantage of living with disadvantages and learning coping skills, either.  

There is no better option than many seniors taking up the slack for the responsibility of resisting because young families may not have

that option.  They think about surviving one day at a time and do not have the luxury of thinking longer term.  Fortunately, many elders

are old hippies with certain insights and strategies when it comes to protesting and disrupting the agenda of tyrants.  Nonetheless, we

need people of all ages and occupations to stand together.

It will be most helpful if people at the grassroots level can control the resources that are necessities of daily life, remain out-of-debt

and minimize the kind of spending that _nances big govt and certain corporations.  People must reassert control over their own food

supply and energy sources. They must not allow education to brainwash their children.  Do what you can, even if you cannot do

everything.  Every act of resistance contributes.
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When did the friend accept the jab[s]?  The knowledge that they are kill shots is fairly recent. . .
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gaw... One friend was jabbed, Oct. 28th. No adverse effects except shame for loss of autonomy and depression likely related to

his surrender of his beliefs. The other friend... The booster was 2 weeks prior to my husband observing his recent collapse.

However, he had several prior incidents starting after the booster and had already seen doctors. Was told he had severe immune

impairment. As expected, no doctor will put in writing that it is due to the vax. Was told that within 2 years, doctors will be able

to tell him if his immune system will improve. Meanwhile, his lack of overall immunity puts him in a much worse situation for all

immune conditions than prior to the jab. IMO, his repeated spells of weakness and dizziness followed by collapse indicate

cardiovascular or neurological effects.

These are real people, not just statistics that never get recorded. People choose to believe designated "experts" who are career

bureaucrats and nothing more than politicians. This is not about good science. There are remediation steps people could take

to improve their situations, but most people do not plan ahead and are unprepared to follow up on the vax. There is often denial

and wanting to hope and believe that they will be one of the "lucky" ones who receives a placebo, is unaffected or actually

protected. Many people are already conditioned to unquestioningly accept authority.

I don't have all the answers, but these are things I do know. We must resist. We must prepare and be more self-reliant.  We must

hold private property, esp. land that produces food, water and resources. We need real leaders and statesmen who will protect

our God-given rights. America must not fall. Start with yourself and your own household. Build your network. Do what you must

to protect your children. Elect constitutional sheriffs and take back local control. Prepare for a long struggle.  Surround yourself

with dependable people. Get right with God. I should not need to say these things.
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Yes,  freedom of speech has gone.  But I'm even more worried about my own personal human rights.  Austria and possibly Germany

going for compulsory vaccine.  Will the hold us down and force us or just remove all daily life necessities for the unvaxxed.  God help

us. Jennifer (UK)
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But where does it end?  Every six months, eight?  Yearly?  Are they not thinking about this?  Or do they simply see $$ signs :(
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How do you talk to the deaf? Our best chance is to show everyone that this is about submission and nothing to do with health

but how do you make the blind see? Still we must try our best because what other choice have we?
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Have you seen this? www.paulcraigroberts.org/2021/11/22/breaking-news-nov-22-2021-the-army..
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The Euros are raising cain over vax mandates: nypost.com/2021/11/21/europes-covid-19-vaccine-mandates-spark-violent-..
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Yes, Grulla., sspecially the measures in Austria are extreme, GENERAL CONFINEMENT for all people (vaccinated and

unvaccinated) throughout the country from November 22 and that may last between 10 and 20 days. General obligation to

vaccinate as of February 1, 2022. Failure to comply with these measures will be _ned by the local and national police.

Counterproductive measures are being taken in some European countries. The Netherlands have again decreed a partial

closure in which bars and restaurants must lower the blind at 8 pm and Germany does not rule out con_nement, even for those

vaccinated. In fact, the German territory is waiting for the Upper House of Parliament to approve new national restrictions due

to the health emergency. Among the measures that could be implemented, the Minister of Health, Jens Spahn, pointed out that

a total con_nement that includes people who have already been inoculated cannot be ruled out.
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What do they think they'll gain by it?  We're already 20ish months into this - I'm thinking the unvax'd have either had it or are

immune to it.  Unless it's like the Uu (it's not a Uu, right?  That's all we've ever heard - but the vax's will be frequent like the Uu -

and it spreads like the Uu)... End of story!
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If the bill passes, every digital platform operator will be responsible for removing illegal content. ^^^ so basically, like violating FB's

policies or YouTube's, or Google's, or Twit's .... there will be no safe place to go?  Censorship at its _nest!  We'll censor everyone off the

interwebs and force gatherings... lovely.  I wouldn't believe it could happen, but then again, I wouldn't believe the power grab that's

happening right now - frankly, I'm shocked - but then again, do you know how many people don't know Bitchute and other platforms

exist?  I don't have a bullhorn, but I darn well let people know where to go to get uncensored info.  Pfft.
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Yes, Tracy, it is evident that the censorship against the truth of science is every day more overwhelming and The Online Safety

Bill is an integral part of the _ght against free speech. The COVID pseudo-pandemic has seen internet censorship soared to an

unprecedented level. Controllers and their henchmen _ght to silence anyone who dares to question the ercacy of vaccines or

the existence of Sars-Cov-2. Thousands of YouTube channels and millions of Facebook posts have been removed. The Twitter

account of the former president of the United States was deleted and LinkedIn also joined the action by deleting the account of

Dr. Robert Malone after he questioned the safety of mRNA vaccines, the technology in which he himself played a game.

important role in creation.

Parler was removed from the internet and so was the website of America's frontline physicians after they endorsed non-agenda

approved treatments to combat COVID-19. More recently, in a move that is disturbing but predictable, Facebook has begun

sending users creepy messages related to "extremist content." In 2017, the search engine blacklisted naturalnews.com, a

natural health advocacy organization that reports on controversial health topics, including vaccine safety, GMOs, and

pharmaceutical experiments, removing more than 140,000 of their web pages.

Google's links to Big Pharma are well known. In 2016, Google's parent company Alphabet partnered with GlaxoSmithKline to

create a new company focused on bioelectronics research. Looking at how Google favors Big Pharma content, it is reasonable

to suspect that its "data lakes" are being poisoned. We also have the Wikipedia bias that is self-evident, just look for any

medical discipline that is not drug-based, you will always see the word "pseudoscience" as you can see in the link:

off-guardian.org/2021/07/12/how-google-and-wikipedia-brainwash-you/  (Jul 12, 2021)
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui - if that's not the biggest red Uag we've ever seen, then I don't know what is!!!  This is not the America I was brought up in!!!

 This is violation of our freedom of speech, and no one is doing anything about it!  Don't people see the control issues?  If they

are doing this, where do 'they' stop.   The scariest part of this is that the very people we put in power to protect us are AGAINST

US.
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adulavitzhotmail.com
Joined On 5/30/2021 9:32:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually there has been talk among the tech elite of an internet blackout. The internet gets taken down for 2-3 days while the

tech overlords disappear what they consider to be controversial sites. Entire URL's blocked across the country or across the

planet. There was an extensive discussion on this subject on Bannon's Warroom. Apparently, there has been chatter about such

a thing or it would not have warranted extensive discussion. And how many people after 2-3 days with no internet would be

grateful for restoring of services even if many sites cease to exist? Remember that the online digital addiction is real for many

and they would try to frame it in a way as to make many of the masses thankful to get their _x back meanwhile blaming those

bad sites that were taken down for causing the blackout in the _rst place. Crazy? I don't think so. In fact it sounds quite

plausible given what we have witnessed over the lat couple of years.
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a picture of our crime minister proud and happy, receiving a framed diploma or something from ugly Schwab, ten, twenty years

ago and I’m guessing he was chosen to be planted into that position long ago, in order to pass the ex orders and laws we are seeing. I

show it around but most people are indifferent, and some get really angry at me. Somehow the anger doesn’t scare me, the

indifference does, because I know the angry will turn around when they see, while the indifferent are lost, will do anything he tells

them.
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ICONOCLAST
Joined On 9/26/2009 5:27:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can't remember where I read that both Bill Gates and Angela Merkel  had training at a school for future leaders of society run

by the W.E.F.I think that occurred in the early 90s . Maybe this was what Bo Jo attended.

rairfoundation.com/exposed-klaus-schwabs-school-for-covid-dictators-pl..
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The reason ugly Schwab throws so much weight around is because his setup is really trilateral commision and technocracy,

with a history of a hundred years plus. My problem is how to educate people around me that this is a power grab, nothing to do

with health.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Starting in the New Year, there will be $4000 _nes per person for being unvaxed in Austria.  (Debating whether to feed your children or

vaxinate them?)  Germany debating following suit.  Not sure why these 2 countries have historically seemed so autocratic.  Major

lockdowns in many other European countries.  We already know about Australia--it is not the legacy of the descendants of prisoners,

but of their prison guards and overseers.  Even some of this tyranny showing up in Canada.  More and more, we are seeing services

denied to the unvaxed--even access to grocery stores in some countries, such as parts of Lithuania.

Blaming the unvaxed when it appears the vaxine is actually spreading and increasing disease--as has happened historically with other

diseases.  2 or 3 jabs have not worked, and we are seeing the insanity of demanding a 4th jab.  (BTW--this was all planned far in

advance.  That is why there are more than 2 spaces for dates on the vaxination card.)  More is not better; more is sicker. “… the

science is accumulating that the “vaccine” makes people more susceptible to COVID.”  -Dr. Simone Gold The world has gone mad.

 "Tout le monde est foux..."

People who are unprepared are compelled to rely on processed supermarket foods at inUated prices.  Children's education and

socialization is retarded.  Justice declines as crime increases.  More people are behaving badly. Counting our blessings while we are

still free.  All of our hunter friends got their winter meat and it was a good harvest.  Fishing and foraging have been good. Also, owning

land in a county with constitutional sheriffs who refuse to enforce mandates.  The only reason I can _gure out that many Americans

have remained relatively (?) quiet is because they _rst make every effort to live peaceably. (And censored media preventing

organizing.) Meanwhile, those who cannot _nd more a m o to buy are prob busy reloading...  1/3 of the population cannot be ignored.
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Longplay
Joined On 3/4/2021 6:50:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"... while the infection is a very real infection, it currently does not meet the threshold of 'emergency'." COVID hasn't been an emergency

since at least late summer 2020.  The only emergency is that of creeping totalitarianism.
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decentralized_health
Joined On 11/22/2021 11:35:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the real infection (virus) is the corruption within the governments working in a concerted effort to enforce the vaccine mandate,

while segregating the unvaxxed.
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esecallum
Joined On 6/10/2020 3:54:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually I was digging around on the net on P_zer media connections trying to _gure things out. I had read an article from Norway

about how a bunch of fully vaccinated elderly died of Covid. All the elderly had been fully vaxxed with P_zer's. Why were US media

silent on P_zer vaccine deaths? The article went on to question "Why are they not reporting this news story in the United States?"

Good question. So I dug around. Turns out that the cause is one of P_zer's Directors of the Board. Jim Smith. Full name James C.

Smith is currently employed as one of P_zer's Directors. He was also the CEO of REUTERS. He was in charge of Reuters after the

merger after which Reuters bought out over 220 smaller companies. So it is a media monopoly.

Jim Smith: P_zer Director and Former CEO of Reuters So NIH has it backwards. P_zer and Reuters should be prosecuted for monopoly

and Anti-Trust laws for creating a "chilling silence" of free speech and free press using threats, coersion, bribes, and false accusations.

The other problem I found while digging around about P_zer is another one of their Directors---Scott Gottlieb. Scott Gottlieb: P_zer

Director and 23rd Commisioner of the FDA Obviously this is how P_zer keeps getting away with stuff they shouldn't be allowed to get

away with in the FDA. There should be a law stating that someone who is a Commissioner for the FDA should not be allowed to be a

Director for a Pharmaceutical Company. And perhaps there is such a law under Anti-Trust statutes. Not sure. Makes me wonder who

from the NIH works for P_zer.
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soundwords1
Joined On 4/17/2007 8:10:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for this information. I have passed it on to my mailing list. I'm sure I'll get the same negative feedback from my

'friends and family' who have already taken the 'jab'! 

😊
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I remember this - they tried to spin it.
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decentralized_health
Joined On 11/22/2021 11:35:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is called "interlocking directorates" which carry penalties and should be investigated under Anti Trust Laws under the FTC.

 However, when you have "captured agencies" the actual branches of government that are captured, remain frozen and

compromised to act.  Basically, it would help to know who all these people are at every branch of govt and whether they have

interlocking directorates.  Maybe start at the FTC?
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"the law is an ass", according to Dickens - and power mad lunatics dream of legal controls that cover everything that is humanly

possible - they are mad with power - the enforcement of petty laws drives everything underground - and forces the citizens to

disrespect the formal institutions - the effect is counter productive - morality is tainted and its regulation becomes chaotic - the

passing of laws that diminish the parameters of individual freedoms has a historical failure as society is forced to disrespect the law -

a legal process to be effective must have the support of the public - abusing the public trust through legal impositions erodes public

trust and leads to a lawless society - oppression as history shows is always SHORT SIGHTED
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You folks need fewer rogue agents, the hard and permanent way, but then, so do we Yanks.
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It has not been 2 weeks since the exposure of people in high positions of authority for their conUict of interest with our pharmacy

industry. Yet those same people are still in orce. Why? I conclude they are invulnerable to prosecution. The only way that could

happen is the people in charge are ignoring the situation. In a free country, they would all ready be charged and posting bail while the

courtrooms decisions are made as to which courtroom would serve against those charged. Obviously, money talks, everything else

walks, except the enemies of the police state being formed. Sounds to me like it has all ready happened in many places such as

Australia. Has it happened here? Sort of looks like it. I am just an average person. If I can see it, how many smarter people than me

can also see it? And why are these people NOT up on charges?
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One place in Australia where the un-jabbed are free is our capital, Canberra. It's astonishing that they have 95% "double-jabbed",

AND no punitive measure against the freedom _ghters.  All other States, restrictions apply.
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You might even get shot! www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/11/20/dutch-police-_re-warning-shots-as-c..
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our family had a run-in with UK government orcials at the airport. Our small family was interrogated because we chose not to live in

fear and continued to travel even though there was a so-called pandemic. The orcers exact words were "We do not like your candid

attitude towards the pandemic", we replied that we are not teaching our kids to live in fear, what crime have we committed?
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mihail
Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I remember how my beautiful female English teacher told me in my early childhood, that England was the beacon of freedom on

earth, where anyone at all could show up at a certain square in London and loudly and freely express their opinions about

anything, while the police looked on in complete indifference. That beautiful image I will take to my grave no matter what is

going on there now.
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you haven't _gured it out yet, the "U.K. government" is aka the "Shadow government"
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ok, that wd be like living in communist Russia.   I really just don’t see that actually happening.  It just seems so far fetched.   JAILED

over a mere opinion.  IDK……
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow, this is exactly why we'll be jailed over a mere opinion, thinking like this allows for this to happen.
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harvelicious
Joined On 12/10/2010 9:20:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tyranny isn't coming....it's here. Megalomaniacs & their bloodlust for power, control, & reveling in the imposition of suffering & death is

being proselytized as sane & the only way forward! The scourge of the relativistic inversion of Reality is now up close & personal.

Everything that is happening now & going forward from government is, for the most part, merely the "legalizing" of punishment for

those that don't conform, & the temporal "rewarding" of those that do. After all, governments are controlled by the very evil forces

hiding behind the venomous veil of "for the greater good of all".

The name of the game is simply to keep pressing forward unabated with the satanic agenda with as much force as the people will

allow using whatever means is necessary, including the "useful idiots" army to battle the resisters, until the resisters are eliminated &

the sheeple are corralled, at which time, it doesn't matter if they "wake up" because they will be totally enslaved & powerless, then,

converted into the extermination phase of the "useless eaters". Without learning from the past & constant vigilance, history does

repeat itself.

Fear not what you will lose, for it will be lost anyway. The only way in which you will have what you need & cherish is to let it go now, so

that you may have it later. Stand on your feet & resist tyranny at all cost, for those are weak that poke the bear from behind the

illusionary creeping brick wall of anti-humanism, satanism & tyranny. Tyranny can only exist to the extent that the people give away

their power. Only "doing our best" is what keeps tyranny thriving, defeating tyranny is accomplished by doing what is necessary. For

you have nothing if you don't have Freedom & Liberty. In order to revive lawfulness is to _rst correct one's status. In the USA, go to:

states.americanstatenationals.org   This is in motion for other countries, as well.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

John Adams  said the constitution was made only for a religious and moral people...it is wholly inadequate for the government of

people of any other character.   I am saying that the constitution will not hold water unless people begin to prioritize integrity in their

own lives, otherwise they will join in the corruption to the detriment of their own children.
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Trevor2522
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:31:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The addled sheeple are barely aware of what is going on.    Dr Joe: there is no Covid infection.   All-cause sickness has been

re-branded to _t the pay-op.   People just die from the usual suspects, including unseen wireless radiation.

petition.parliament.uk/.../588769
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To wear the hat and spew the words as a troll , is still a free speech issue. typically they are disposed of by the consensus of the peer

groups and rooted out as a troll.  Boundaries become stated by the crew. Some folks come into our lives to show us what "not" to do.

 A troll in the theater is one example. If this all leads to bizzaro rules and regs, add one more to point to the Doom/Gloom score board.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Political correctness has incrementally chained thinking to a media narrative forever....freedom of speech is long-gone...such that the

brainwashed don't even know they have been coerced to believe in _ctions they continue to _ght and die for...from participating in

endless wars to "voting" to buying health insurance to eating Twinkies.  Like boiling frogs they only awaken when their goose is

cooked....From JFK to 9/11 and all the false Uags, fake events and spin in between; Big Bro's story backed by orcial secrecy is the

only acceptable reality.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

2021.11.22 – On this the 58th anniversary of the murder of President John F. Kennedy, I encourage all to listen/read his “Secret

Societies” speech.  The President and the Press: Address before the American Newspaper Publishers Association, April 27, 1961

www.jfklibrary.org/archives/other-resources/john-f-kennedy-speeches/am..  The forces that murdered the president are still in play

today using their same playbook.  “Pseudo-Reality of COVID” (DR. Fauci - Think Twilight Zone/Hunger Games”) vs. the “Reality of

Common Sense” The Powers That Be (TPTB) creates their "Pseudo-realities" using corporate & social media’s; gaslighting, narrative,

gatekeepers, and algorithm. Will his assassination receive any notice by corporate media in 2021?
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soundwords1
Joined On 4/17/2007 8:10:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, if this becomes a reality in the USA, will we also be banned from giving our opinions on other 'vaccines', such as the Uu, shingles,

tetanus, polio, mumps, measles, rubella and the likes????  This is really getting out of control and people need to be vocal about their

opposition to such legislation and start taking a stand for our freedom of speech! This makes me very angry.

Vaccine mandates will prevent those who choose to remain un-vaccinated without jobs and businesses without the help they need to

run their businesses pro_tably. I'm sure many businesses will be forced to close, creating a larger population of the unemployed and

become a larger burden on the unemployment entitlements, not to mention the huge burden on other taxpayer supported social

bene_ts (if there are any tax payers left to foot the enormous government spending)!!!!!  It's all insane and seems as if "they" haven't

thought through the long-term effects of their crazy mandates! Obviously, "they" don't give any thought to "We the People" (the middle

class working people) or the economy.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thats the problem, there is no legislation!  Just _st pounding “mandates” from the podium.  And These are NOT LAW!
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"they haven't thought through the long-term effects of their crazy mandates". I think they have, this is the plan, to render all

penniless, once their houses have been foreclosed, people are in dire circumstances, then to maintain some "order", the

universal basic wage/income will be rolled out to everyone.  If only people could think! If the majority began to say "Enough",

and stop complying, the power would be with the people, and this evil would end.
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vikkkk
Joined On 2/6/2010 9:10:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those who are born here are not naturally U.S. Citizens; We have to volunteer to be such and it is a clever trap arranged by the lawyers

who run our govt. Stop volunteering and get your status straight as an American National. tasa.americanstatenationals.org
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navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I grew up in a Soviet satellite state, where you simply could not voice your negative opinion about anything. So I got used to this as a

part of life. I am now 87 years old and would _nd it relatively easy to go back to this standard. Except that nowadays the government

has much more sophisticated technology to enforce this practice.  For many centuries in many parts of the world, tyranny was the

standard ruling practice and for a brief period the idea of freedom of expression emerged, but it seems that this period will end soon.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think this is where many Americans are going to have a real tough time (like myself) - because we were raised thinking of our

country as "The land of the free"  With so many of us raised with the knowledge of the constitution, and to watch it being

trampled by the Biden Admin, I keep asking where the lawyers are???  I look around and say to myself, "How dumb are we

raising kids to be?  Where are the adults who understand what is going on?!!!"  But so many intelligent adults don't see it, or

prefer it!  As long as it sits well with their personal narratives...and they've done a great job with the brainwashing!  So that

leaves us with immigrants who legally come into our country.  The are tested on their knowledge of the United States of
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leaves us with immigrants who legally come into our country.  The are tested on their knowledge of the United States of

America, and, in talking to them, I'm astounded at how much they know about our country, and how little we know about our

country ... Not the older crowd, I think we're well versed in "some" form of history ...  Anyways - sad days.
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I once attended a "Walk Through the Bible" seminar that prevents an overview of the Bible's arc in history and one of the biggest

takeaways for me was that tyranny is the norm and freedom is rare.  Those of us who have lived in freedom in the West are

extremely lucky.  Eternal vigilance is indeed required to maintain it ... and at some point so is action; a room that may have to be

violent.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/22/2021 7:34:17 AM
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Joined On 9/2/2010 3:55:31 AM
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Navisos, forgive me but it doesn’t look as if we are going back to an old standard at all, it’s a whole new concept of dictatorship

that wants to erase millions of years of evolution and selection and turn us into a genetically different form of life. I wouldn’t

want to continue living like that, I’d rather confront the a$$holes who get paid to enforce this, to the death, no?
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So how prescient was the movie V For Vendetta ???
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Oh wow!  Good point!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/22/2021 10:08:00 AM
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It was inevitable that governments would get round to censoring the internet as part of efforts to control the narratives. All it will do it

drive the real conversations off the mainstream sites and increase people's efforts to become anonymous - another aspect of the Dark

Web.
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Luciferian billionaires owning networks and social media present their bias to facilitate their agenda and censor truth against it,

but Saturday and the previous Saturday, I and many of good people went direct to the people with huge signs we made and used

with large numbers of us in view of automotive trarc.  They can't censor that!  The interaction with trarc and the people

showed that people are becoming aware and there is a large percentage that object to Mandates for injections the Emergency

Use Authorization mass experiment that already has dire results aside from no long-term to actually know how stupid it is to

alter genetic material in the body.
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Laodicea is deceived, & her turn with MYSTERY BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE

EARTH is coming.  The Lord is going to give them over & the falling away & delusion from the Lord is already evident.  Do not be

deceived.  Revelation 1-3, 17&18, 1 Thessalonians 5, and 2 Thessalonians 2 KJB.
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